
Big like a poster - in motion like
a movie - topical like a

newspaper.

Everyone is looking to our
led videowalls.

Day and night best
picture quality.

From ACT produced and
worldwide installed.

7,7m² for advertising in Cologne

Videowall pole mounted

Advertising tower with a
doubleside videowall on top

Cross over the street. 4 videowalls doubleside,

for the community of Bad Kleinkirchheim

20m² on a moving pole behind a shopping center

ACT-Videoled MP6: Best picture quality from short distances

Always top news for
bank related customers

Stand-alone at the harbour of Zakynthos
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15m² videowall with led-newesticker
delivered to the City of Trier, Germany

We have also for your application the right solution. Our large assortment is your advantage - be well-advised by us!
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Cross over the street, double-sided, Velden at lake Wörthersee



Wether free-standing installed
or as here shown on or inside

of buildings, Act´s led
fullcolour videowalls are

always the right choice for
different applications.

Online controlled each screen
can show directly actual infos.

Each picture-size possible, for
indoor- and outdoor

installations.

Olympic swimming pool Tashkent

Theatre / Opera House Vienna
2 videowalls double side mounted

ACT Videowalls also in the city of Arta, Greece

purposeful big pixel pitch, perfect

integrated in a spacy ambiance

Installation in a amusement park, Vienna

In the Austrian alps near Kitzbühel for the mountain railway company

Our signs are used on many big stages in Europe

Flat roof in Petzinok, Slovakia
perfect  used for 4x3m video advertising

LED video technology from Austria for Switzerland

LED-Advertising in Saarbrücken, Germany
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We have also for your application the right solution. Our large assortment is your advantage - be well-advised by us!
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State of the art
solution for advertising and news.

More and more even small companies
and communities are using

led videopanels for their publicity.

Visible from far away. Possiblity to
modify information fast and easy.

4x3m two-sided, fixed on a single pole

4x2m ledwall, aditional takings for a sport club

Fixed installation for public viewing in a beer garden

Basel theatre: 23,5 x 1m facade-videodisplay with SMD 3in1 outdoor leds, front-maintenanceTheatre / Opera House Vienna: ledwalls for subtitles

German advertising company is using ACT ledwalls

16:9 videoformat at the storefront

5x3m double-sided, mounted on a pole

4x3m, Community infos, city Bad Schallerbach

12m² advertising, used from a office park

Videowall at the largest shopping centre of Ljubiljana Results of sports competitions on the ledwall

We have also for your application the right solution. Our large assortment is your advantage - be well-advised by us!
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Based on modular construction
we can produce displays
in almost all dimensions.

Different pixel pitches and a
wide varety of sizes and

configurations are available.

High quality
but reasonable prices!

Made in Austria.

23m² display size, best picture quality by day and night Top  area at the facade, perfekt used for advertising!

130.000 ultrabright flat-leds: 18x1,3m for info / advertising, car production plant AUDI-Ingolstadt

Austrian railway company “ÖBB” believe in the
high quality of ACT videowalls and use them for
the new railway station “Vienna West”. At high
level installed it can be readable from far away

University Medical Center in Mainz, Germany, at the entry

Of course also small sizes possible.

We have also for your application the right solution. Our large assortment is your advantage - be well-advised by us!
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